3 REASONS

YOU SHOULD BE USING TIME2TRACK
TO LOG SUPERVISION HOURS

If you're not already using the leading web-based software tool to track
your supervision hours, you're missing out! Read on for three reasons to
start using Time2Track today.

REASON 1

IT SAVES YOU TIME TODAY.
You’re busy, so it’s easy to put off entering
hours when you can always get to them later.
But when you do have a chance to catch up, it
might be hard to remember details that were
fresh in your mind just hours ago. The result?
Underreported hours and experiences.

There is simply no other system
with the reputation, ease of
use and team of dedicated
professionals like Time2Track for
documenting your hard-earned
training experiences.
- Christopher B.

Time2Track allows me to keep all of my clinical
hours organized and in one place. I highly
recommend the program to clinicians who need
to track hours for professional purposes–it will
make your life easier when applying for licensure!
- April R.

With Time2Track, there’s no need to fall behind
in your record keeping because you can log
your hours in real time from any device.
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REASON 2

IT SETS YOU UP FOR SUCCESS TOMORROW.
Computers crash, smartphones break and
notebooks get lost. If all your logs and records
were on those devices, they may be lost for good
when it comes time to apply for licensure.
Get organized today with Time2Track and you’ll
not only have all of your information in one place,
but you’ll be able to see real-time reports, charts
and graphs that show your progress at-a-glance.
As an added bonus, you can generate reports
with the click of a button for your supervisor's
signature.

REASON 3

IT WORKS WITH YOUR BUDGET.
Time2Track has options for every budget. Start
out with a free, no-credit-card-required trial
for 30 days. If you like what you see, choose a
yearly subscription or a pay-as-you-go monthly
subscription.

I used Time2Track all through
graduate school and licensure…It
was unbelievably easy to enter my
hours and then print them out for
my supervisors and for the licensing
board. I feel very lucky to have
found Time2Track.
- Time2Track User

If you need a system that lets
you effortlessly compile all of
the information you will need
for licensing, you need to use
Time2Track.
- Siam M.

Ready to save money and time as you prepare for a successful career?
Get started at Time2Track.com
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